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EVOLVE  

OR FACE EXTINCTION 
In times of extraordinary change, it is no longer enough to work the hardest, or become the 

biggest & baddest gorilla in the troop.   

In order to survive and thrive in the new “COVID-19 enforced” economy, we must adapt, 

and explore new strategies and systems of cooperation. We must find new ways to serve 

our markets and our communities in ways nobody else has anticipated. 

Whether we like it or not, we are sitting on the precipice of a new world, and along with it, a  
new economy.  You can face it now, get ahead and take full advantage, or freeze and 

disappear into the crowd.  

“It is not the strongest of the species, nor the most 
intelligent that survives. It is the one that is most 
adaptable to change.”~ Charles Darwin

Erai Beckmann AKA Mr. Cannabis 
Cofounder of Inner Circle 
www.InnerCircle.biz 
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TRVST 
What to do when the emperors aren’t wearing clothes. 
By Kyle Dammann 
 

COVID and other red-pill events aside, we’ve witnessed the financial 
collapse of several “well-funded” brands in the cannabis industry over 
the last 18 months.  
 
Some of you have personally felt the fallout of brands 
who bet big, and lost big and did so on your good faith 
and credit.  These pages are meant to help you navigate 
the raucous landscape of the emerging Cannabis and CBD 
industry.  There’s no one to blame however….   

You are the captain of your own ship and blame will sink 
your boat faster than a U-boat’s torpedo.  

Bank accounts, bottom lines, and metrics aside, you have to 
live with your decisions. The team that produced this guide 
are fed-up with the state of the industry.  Several of 
yesterdays industry “emperors” stand naked in today’s town 
square. We all have to face the short-comings of their hype machines 
and it’s time for change.  What story is your brand telling?  
 
We are a team of entrepreneurs, advocates and promoters. 

Promotion is in my DNA. In my early 20s I was an ATV motocross racer 
where I learned the value of my personal brand. As one of the only semi-
pro racers in our industry with factory backed support, I landed myself on 
covers of globally distributed magazines and in airplanes flying around the 
country, getting paid to do what I loved.  

Now after over a year of work, we are ready to open the doors to Inner Circle. 
More than anything, the team who brought this guide together want to 
encourage you trust your own instincts more than ever. That part of you that 
somehow already knows what is good for you and what isn’t. 
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Interview by Kyle Dammann  
Introducing Mr. Cannabis, AKA Erai Beckmann.  

Y ou could say he and his family legalized Cannabis and CBD for a nation of almost 200 million 
people. While he would disagree with that statement, and say it was a team effort of an entire 
nation, without he and his wife Kyleigha’s care and persistent efforts, an entire nation might not 

have access to this life-saving medicine.  

While America raged over the legalization of 
the plant in early battleground states, Erai and 
his wife worked dutifully to bring the science 
and data to the surprisingly receptive 
government and people of Brazil.  

The collective effort resulted in untold 
numbers of epileptic children receiving 
treatment that would otherwise have faced a 
bleak future.  We caught up with Erai during 
the first couple weeks of quarantine.  

Kyle: How does it feel to be one of the only 
humans on the planet to have helped a federal 
government legalize a life-saving 100% natural 
medicine?  

Erai: Honored! But I am humbled more than 
anything else, there is still a lot of work to do.  
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Erai & Kyleigha in Brazil with the Cassiano crew (Cannabis 
Esperanca) a leading Parent/Child Association whose mission 
is to help Brazilians gain fair access to CBD.



Kyle: This is how you got your nickname right?  

Erai:  (laughs) Yes. Mr. Cannabis was a just nick name given to me 
at a conference we were attending.  I didn’t think much of it at the 
time, but my business savvy wife bought the domain name, and I 
guess you could say the rest is history.  
 
Kyle: I know a lot of our readers are well-versed on the subject, but for 
those that might be new to the scene, can you tell us about why CBD 
has become such a hot topic, and if you could share a little about the 
leading edge in research right now, I think we could all use a quick 
update!  
 
Erai:  Sure. As you’ve probably heard, our bodies are full of endocannabinoid receptors, which means for 
every drop of cannabis-derived that oil you put in your body, it knows exactly how to put it to work.  
Essentially, (and I’m paraphrasing) it appears to help our bodies regulate stress, and maintain balance at 
a deeper level.   
 
We believe that when you can more effectively manage stress and maintain balance, your body can more 
easily address the root cause of any given number of symptoms or ailments much more easily.  
 
Kyle:  Thank you. That makes sense. For those of us who don’t know, forgot, or just need a reminder of 
why this industry is so awesome, and worthwhile, can you quickly list where the clinical research is finding 
efficacy these days?  
 
Erai: Sure. You Ready?  

Anxiety relief, insomnia, anti-seizure, epilepsy, 
neuro-protection, Alzheimer’s, multiple sclerosis, 
Parkinson’s, stroke, pain relief, arthritis, muscle 
pain, DOMS, spinal cord injury, anti-acne, and 
cancer treatment.   
 
The hemp plant has over 1500 uses from 
detoxifying soil, providing a protein source in the 
form of seeds, as well as cordage, clothing, and 
many many other important uses. 

Kyle:  Where do you see the industry headed in 
the next five years? We didn’t even touch on THC 
yet, but if you could speak to the industry as a 
whole for now.  

Erai: Clearly we are just beginning and I believe 
the future is bright, very bright, but these have 
not been an easy five years for a lot of entrepreneurs and business leaders in our industry.  
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Erai and Kyleigha Beckmann founders of Hemp Meds Brasil 
with Katiele Fischer (Mother of Anny Fischer the  child 
advocate for legalization of CBD in Brazil) and Juju Fischer.



I’ve been blessed to work in several industries throughout my career, and ironically, I find many people in 
the cannabis/CBD industry tend to be more closed off and skeptical than other industries that I’ve 
worked in. Given the plant’s history in North American, perhaps for good reason.  
 
Kyle: What do you mean?   
 
Erai: Well, the green rushers have left many a bit shell shocked by their short term “money first” tactics, 
which is exactly the opposite of what I teach my team. I believe we get ahead by sowing seeds of good-
will and by unifying our efforts in these critical early days of the industry.  
 
Kyle: What is your vision for the industry? 
 
Erai: This might sound a bit out there, but I wholeheartedly believe that cannabis is not only a medicinal 
plant but a tool to aid and assist in the evolution of the human species as a whole.  
 
Kyle: Tell me more.  
 
Erai: The times we are living through have been talked 
about by visionaries for the last 3,000 years, and 
maybe science hasn’t found a “wokeometer” to 
measure human consciousness levels, but I see people 
waking up to their greater innate power in record 
numbers, all around the world.  

More and more people are seeking ways to break free 
of big-pharma and the culture of fear and reactivity 
that mainstream medicine and “healthcare” seem to 
be saturated in these days.  
 
Kyle:  Healthcare? You mean “sick-care” right?  

Erai: You got it.  

Kyle:  Thanks for your time today Erai, where can 
people find you these days?  
 
Erai: As COVID hit, we went fully digital with Mr. Cannabis Inner Circle. It’s serving as a resource where 
people can come in and find the resources they need to connect with other high integrity leaders and 
advocates in the industry.  The last six years have been a whirlwind of product launches and white 
knuckle adventures for my wife and I, so it’s time to share our story.  
 
Kyle: Thanks, Erai, Is there a URL you can give the readers to learn more?   

Erai: www.InnerCircle.biz  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Erai, his wife Kyleigha and their first born daughter 
Eliyah.
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Introducing the world’s first CBD nootropic.  TERRA XR 

Not only did we formulate the ideal supplement to enhance our own daily 
performance, we have proven that the market is still hungry for new CBD 
formulations.  
We couldn’t have done it without our team of caring, 
hardworking and experienced professionals at Mr. Cannabis and 
our Inner Circle network.  Their knowledge of the industry, 
regulatory climate and marketing prowess helped us launch 
faster and more profitably.   

Terra XR has become one of the fastest growing CBD supplements of its kind. It offers 50mg per serving 
of the highest quality whole plant extract on the market. Combine that with our proprietary formula of 
revolutionary nootropic ingredients and you get a combo that you simply have to try to believe. 
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OUR ALL NEW CBD NOOTROPIC 
FORMULATED & USED BY 
INDUSTRY TOP PERFORMERS

“I have really enjoyed the convenience of Terra XR. One small-sized pill every other day, 
means I am not carrying around a large pill bottle with me and choking down 4-7 pills. I 
am in shock with what I am experiencing with such a little pill. Mentally clarity, focus, a 
calm feeling of zen all while feeling alert. MY BRAIN HAS BEEN TURNED ON.”Josh B.

Although not designated by the FDA as a health product, several studies have shown the ingredients in Terra XR to 

provide numerous health and performance enhancing benefits. Please read our product descriptions to identify the 

best option for you and your situation. There is also a wealth of research available online. However, we can not make 

any specific health claims about our products. As with any supplement, please consult a reputable physician and your 

own intuition before use. THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG 

ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE. 

LEARN MORE: https://www.ConsciousEvolution.shop 

https://www.consciousevolution.shop
https://www.consciousevolution.shop


 

IS MORE FUNDING THE ANSWER?  

By Matt Ritchey 

At a time like this, when uncertainty is high, it’s critically important to keep a cool head and think long 
term.  While most of this article is about money, finance and integrity, it’s also about the only thing that 
will help you earn and keep the money you want.   

Your mindset.  
  
Over the last several years, the cannabis industry trend has seen BIG money come in, and attempt to 
gobble up end to end (grower to consumer) verticals which has caused some of our Inner Circle 
members big problems.  So therefore, we have a problem with that.  In just a minute we are going to 
discuss some of the big blunders we’ve seen in the last several months, but first I want to talk about 
YOU. 
 
As we release Inner Circle Network to the public for the first time, I want you to consider two 
things.  
  
1. The power of what a community can do for you.  
2. The power of your own intuitive compass.  

We created Inner Circle to be a place for cannabis entrepreneurs to learn, connect and operate under a 
framework of transparency and brotherhood.  My mission with this article today is to ask you to consider 
joining us, but at the same time, I ask you to trust your instincts and know when something is right for 
you and just as important, when it is not.  

Testing your intuitive senses as a leader, or entrepreneur.  
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Truth is, my team, our network and I were already 
meeting, discussing and successfully deploying high-
level industry tactics. It’s the only way we could have 
successfully launched our controversial nootropic 
supplement during a pandemic.  
  
Last year when COVID-19 was just getting started and 
the world was shutting down, we were ramping up the 
launch and release of our CBD nootropic Terra XR.  
While others were hitting the brakes, we decided to 
go full steam ahead and it’s a good thing we did.  
 
During that time we’ve gained over 200 new 
customers and became one of the fastest growing 
supplements in our category.  
  
We could have quit, many would have advised us to 
wait out the storm, but with everyone home, we saw a 
tremendous opportunity to gain market share.  

I’m not here to judge your decisions surrounding 
COVID-19, but I’m here to ask you if the partners, 
friends and colleagues in your corner are coaching you 
to better outcomes?   
  
Sometimes, it’s not about whether the glass is half empty, or half full, it’s about what you do with 
whatever is left in YOUR glass. #cheers 
  
At this point in my life I am convinced, you either operate in a scarcity paradigm, or an abundance 
paradigm.  This is where it gets tricky because virtually all of us were NOT raised around highly dynamic 
entrepreneurs with unstoppable mindsets!  
 
It’s okay, it’s not your fault. But it is your problem!  
 
Many of us unconsciously choose a defensive and skeptical standpoint to life/business before our feet 
even hit the floor in the morning.  Expecting bad things to happen, we clam up and withhold our best 
effort, for fear of being mistreated, ripped-off, or taken advantage of.  Truth is, most of us were raised 
with this type of reactive programming, but in my experience, this habit will ruin your chances of 
expanded success if you don’t get a handle on it.  
 
Don’t get me wrong, I’m not asking you to walk around gullible and naive, but I am challenging you to 
consider what has happened to you in the past doesn’t have to happen again.  In some people, 
(especially in our small industry) this shows up as a money-first, or me-first mentality and creates all sorts 
of unintended consequences that can negatively affect us all.  
 
Is your legacy about making a dollar, or making a difference? 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Learning has been a life long passion of mine.  My 
friends and I like to check in with each other and 
discuss good books on the regular. 



 
I talk to leaders in our industry daily and a common theme that I hear is a blanket level of mistrust and 
caution that we’ve developed for one another. In some cases, it’s for good reason, but if you get nothing 
else from this guide, here is what will make the biggest impact in your career, results and impact in this 
industry. 

Find a tribe you can trust and build with them. It doesn’t happen overnight, and it might sound cliche, 
but your success and fulfillment will be based around this dynamic. That said, some of the values I 
encourage my team to embody embody are as follows:  
  
Practice More: Self Worth, Service, Impact, Legacy, Open Mindedness, Clear Intention, Trust, Critical 
Thinking, Good Planning, Organization, Action. 
  
DROP:  Opportunity Seeking Behavior,  False Loyalty,  Substance Abuse, Keeping Up With The Jones's, 
Suspicious Thinking, Always Expecting The Worst. Procrastination.  

Many of these sound obvious, but we have found when we help each other practice these concepts 
regularly, bigger results, bigger synergy and bigger opportunities somehow “magically” seem to come 
our way.  
  
I know for a fact that many of you reading this are 
already deploying mindset tools like this into your life, 
but consider the power of what can happen when you 
get a room full of people together who want to 
genuinely see each other win?  #unstoppable 

Motivation is like bathing, I suggest you do it regularly.  
  
I want to help you make REAL money.  
 
Real money is a result.  Not something you go after 
directly.  Leaders who win in the long term always do 
two things: 

1. They ACTUALLY play for the long term, and by that 
I mean they play honest and they deal fairly.  This is 
critical because it encourages others to genuinely 
work with you and thus multiply your collective 
power toward a common goal. 

2. People who are able to make “Fear Free” decisions 
are ALWAYS able to make more accurate, instinct-
based decisions that generally turn out to be more 
correct and thus more profitable. 
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Did you know I was once a runway model?  Be sure to 
check our sustainable hemp merch at InnerCicle.biz. 

http://InnerCicle.biz
http://InnerCicle.biz


Someone will say: “He is always so lucky, how does he do it?”  It has nothing to do with mystical power, 
it’s a practice, a habit, a muscle, and isn’t just woo-woo, it’s based in our physiology.  

Did you know your stomach and your heart have neurons just like your brain?  
  
Just like a baby, or newborn, neurons must be programmed, and many of us have received insufficient 
intuitive decision training, or worse, none at all.  
 
Developing a good business “gut instinct” is always a blend of operating from good data, combined 
with a trust in your own inner sense or feeling.  
  
We’ve all been misled, oftentimes by apparently well-meaning partners, friends, or family, but it’s what 
we do with that experience that will determine how high we fly in our careers and the legacy we create.  
  
Your entire body (when tuned properly) is an intuitive, decision-making antenna.   
  
When we open up our awareness to making “whole body decisions” we can begin to honor and create 
space for the “parts” of ourselves that have concerns, or lack of clarity around a decision.  Never make a 
decision that you haven’t cleared with your own good conscience first.   
  
Uncertainty Is Certain - Learn how to handle it powerfully.  
  
When presented with an opportunity, sometimes we say:  “It sounds good, but I’m not quite sure yet.”  
  
This classic situation is very common. When presented with an 
“opportunity,” do you get nervous, start to sweat, or clam up? 
Many times uncertainty just means we need a little more time, or 
data to make a clear and powerful decision.  

If you find yourself around people who pressure you into making 
decisions, or try to make you feel bad for saying “not yet”, I want 
you to seriously consider whether or not you need to make a 
change for the better.  
  

HOW TO MAKE A DECISION 
 
It’s really important to begin honoring the parts of yourself that 
have hesitation, or just need a little more time and space to 
make a clear decision that is right for YOU.   POWERFUL 
decisions come from a place of acknowledging your concerns, and only saying yes when it feels right for 
you.  

Never let anyone that you don’t know, or trust pressure you into doing something.  Especially if they are 
giving you a story about “limited time” nonsense.  Wait for a better opportunity if the short sighted 
salesmen wants to try and make his goal for the day.  
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Practicing this his builds your “in-tuitive” ability and just like any “muscle.” It is something that needs to 
be exercised regularly in order to be enhanced and just like going to the gym, you can’t outsource your 
sit-ups. #setsandreps 

In my experience, The fastest way to build your intuitive superpowers comes from two habits: 

1. Taking small calculated risks daily, in any area that 
you can. (risk awakens your learning ability)  
2. Activate your secret success multiplier.   
 
Your new success multiplier is a powerful decision 
making “algorithm” that I use daily, it’s very powerful 
and it’s something we teach to inner circle members.  
You know, like a Jedi school. 
 
WARNING: Before I share this concept with you, I 
want to give you a warning.  
 
Are you doing it for the money?   
  
Money matters. No question about it.  However, I 
know for certain that you have a lot more to give the 
world, other than spending long hours making money.  

In a lot of ways, our money first thinking has fractured 
our industry. (no judgement, I’ve been there.) 
  
The “money people” are here to leverage their capital in an attempt to gain market share.  

You probably have assets worth far more than money.   Knowledge. Relationships. Passion. 

If you are like me, you are part of the group that is primarily here to share and spread the benefits of the 
plant, and make a good living doing it. 
  
For many of our homegrown O.G. members, the money is lower on the priority list, but the truth is we 
need finance people,  hands in the soil people (and everyone in between) to make the cannabis 
economy great again.  

 “big & fast money has muffed things up 

 
There’s no question, big & fast money has muffed things up in the last few years and we will talk about 
that in just a second, but my point is this.   
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I used to facilitate group events like this for fast 
growth teams and companies like Facebook and 
Airbnb. They invest heavily in team dynamics and  
inner-personal education. If the unicorns are doing it, 
shouldn’t you? 



The leaders who will drive change and impact in the industry (I hope that’s you) will be the ones who can 
successfully manage that gap of capital and labor. The same has been true in EVERY industry that is 
going through their “Wild West” phase.   
 
I have no question that this divide will continue to be grounds for a lot of tensions, lawsuits, and 
opportunity in the future, but only for those who can navigate these next few years calmly and cooly. 
  
Are you ready for my secret intuition multiplier? 
  
Navigating the cannabis industry and driving profitable change doesn’t mean you have to feel around in 
a dark cave of snakes, looking for the golden chalice, but oftentimes, as Joseph Campbell suggests, the 
cave you fear to enter holds the treasure you seek.     
  
Outside of your own instincts and intuition, there is only one success multiplier that I have found in my 
22 years of growing businesses.  

Your network.   

The only thing more powerful than YOU tuned in and trusting your instincts, is a room full of people with 
similar values helping each other do the same.  

Your Network = Your Net worth 
  
We are giving away free seven day trials to the first 
100 Inner Circle members.  You can check that out on 
page 17, but first let’s close this month’s article by 
breaking down a couple of MEGA industry failures 
and see what we can learn from them and apply to 
our own decision making algorithm.  
  

A POST MORTEM 
ANALYSIS 
MedMen & Ignite:  

Would be unicorns turned cash demons.  
  
In case you have been living under a rock, MedMen & 
Ignite have come under serious legal heat for how 
they used, or misused their venture capital that was 
entrusted to them over the last several years.  
 
As many of us have come to realize, all that glitters 
isn’t gold.  
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I think it’s time we all started applying some common 
sense around here. 



Attack Of The B. Bros 

Adam B. (of Med Men) and Dan B. (of Ignite) probably won't quit partying anytime soon, but the line of 
credit and 30-day terms that small suppliers in our industry gave them could put you, or someone you 
care about out of business, if they haven’t already.   
  
She looks good from far, but when you get up close, he’s far from good.  
  
Did you ever date someone that was beautiful, visually well put together, but internally toxic AF?  
  
I think the analogy holds true for some parts of our industry and the people tripping over themselves to 
be a part of these high profile startups.  
  
Obviously the business models of MedMen and Ignite have proven to be unsustainable. 

 A Call To A Higher Standard 

We are leading by example and running a more 
TRANSPARENT and rooted business/marketing strategy.  

We believe transparency and good will are the keys to a 
sustainable marketplace.  

I want to hear what you think.  

Can the Cannabis industry transcend short sighted and 
aggressive economics? Can we innovate, collaborate and 
facilitate efficient new ways of serving our customers? 

I think so and with your help we have an even greater 
chance.  

Let’s build some positive momentum.  
 
Members of Inner Circle can look forward to exclusive 
networking, visibility, and virtual and in person events. 
  
We are ready to help you ELEVATE your experience.  
  
www.InnerCircle.biz 
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Myself, my wife Angie and our daughter Mila think 
it’s time we started planning better for our 
children’s generation.  They are the ones who will 
harvest the seeds we plant today. 

http://www.InnerCircle.biz
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The Next Level In  
Canna-Industry Networking

Uncensored Community Forum - Weekly Guest Interviews - Interactive 
Q&A - Member Directory - Exclusive Virtual & Live Events - Unique 
Promotion Opportunities

Recent Special Guests Guests

Register today and get a permanent founding member badge:

Topics Covered: 
What’s Working Now - Marketing - Business Development - Leadership - Personal 

Growth - Launches - Product Development - Sourcing & Supply Chain - Payment 

Gateways - Compliance - Plant Medicine - Science - Legal Reform

Start Your 7-Day Free Trial

http://www.InnerCircle.biz
http://www.InnerCircle.biz


Brian Chaplin Founder, Medicine Box:  
Featured Inner Circle Member 
 
Interview by Matt Ritchey  

Intro:  Brian Chaplin is an Inner Circle member and Founder of 
Medicine Box where they practice “Mindful Cultivation and 
Innovation” to produce cannabis-based medicinal tinctures.  

Matt: Thanks for joining us Brian. What is the biggest problem you see 
in the industry right now?  

Brian: The industry right now is full of snakes.  My first rule in this 
game is don’t put your trust in anyone at first.  Give them a chance 
(and time) to show you their cards first.  

The second rule is to trust your gut first.  The green rush, easy money and attempts to commoditize the 
growth of this plant is where I think we get into trouble.  

Matt: What is Cannabis To you?  

Brian: (pauses for a moment) Pfff. I have no idea what the fuck it is. It’s a plant and it’s been here for a 
long time. I’ve grown and cultivated it with my own hands, but I have no idea what it is.  At the end of 
the day, I believe it’s here to show us more about ourselves.  

Matt:  Simple, but deep words. Thanks, Brian.  You’ve been in the game a minute, can you share with us 
a little more about what you attribute to your success and staying power?  
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Brian:  Supply chain empathy.  If you don’t genuinely care about the 
people you are doing business with, your shit will be broken, and your 
business will show it. PERIOD.  

The next thing is to build humility and practically into your business and 
brand.  A business must be kept as simple as possible, or complexity will 
eat up your time and your life.  
 
Finally, weave your personal story into your brand mission. Be as 
authentic as possible about your truth and your struggle and people will 
respond to it.  Building a brand is a long game that is about facing a 
whole bunch of closed doors, and being okay with being misunderstood 
for a long time.  

Matt: Tell more about your products.  

Brian: We base everything we do on our “seven pillars of medicine” 
which you can learn about on our website and blog. (linked below)  We 
use this philosophy (and our experience) to craft a sublingual formulation 
with a focus on promoting sleep, relaxation, and healthy nervous 
systems. 

Matt: Thank you, Brian, any parting words for our readers?  

Brian: Stop rushing through life. Take a mindful approach to everything you do, because your hurry and 
anxiety will show up in your products, in your career and even your loved ones. It’s all connected.  

You can check out Brian’s website and very informative blog at: https://medicinebox.green
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After facing serious addiction 
issues in his own life, Brian 
turned to plant medicine for 
healing.  Now, Brian speaks 
and advises clients on plant 
medicines, sobriety and 
e n t r e p r e n e u r i a l i s m 
through Full Moon Mentoring.

Raised in New Hampshire, Brian Chaplin exhibited a love for 
nature and a penchant for entrepreneurialism during his 
childhood years. Later on in life, gripped by life-threatening 
addictions to drugs and alcohol, he turned to both his twin 
childhood passions and his mastery of craft cannabis to 
develop a new solution for himself and others.  

The result is Medicine Box. Recognizing that cannabis needed 
to shed its outlaw abuses and rediscover its roots as a 
regionally produced, open-source/fair-trade agricultural 
tradition, Brian premiered Medicine Box in 2016. His rustic, 
homemade creations, have earned Chaplin and his company mentions in Rolling Stone, DOPE 
Magazine, HIGH TIMES, MG Retailer and Green Entrepreneur for their integration of classical 
herbalism with whole-plant cannabis extraction.

https://medicinebox.green/education/full-moon-consulting/
https://medicinebox.green
https://medicinebox.green/education/full-moon-consulting/
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Is It Time To Evolve?

T E R R A  X R
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Get Fresh, With Our Sustainably Produced Merch: www.InnerCircle.Biz

https://www.innercircle.biz/product-category/apparel/
https://www.innercircle.biz/product-category/apparel/
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Thank you for joining us!   

We hope you enjoyed reading this guide as much as we enjoyed creating it. ELEVATED 
magazine is an experiment and an example to show how we can help our members tell their 
own story in an authentic and compelling way that actually drives sales and results.   
 
At the time of this magazine 
going to print, our founding 
memberships are starting to 
roll in.   
 
We hope you will consider 
becoming a founding member. Erai Beckmann         Matt Ritchey      Kyleigha Beckmann   Kyle Dammann

See You In The Member’s Area!

www.InnerCircle.biz

http://www.InnerCircle.Biz
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